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Abstract
This paper is an extension of the work about the exponential increase
of the power of two non-parametric tests: the Z-test and the chi-square
goodness-of-fit test. Subject to having auxiliary information, it is possible
to improve exponentially relative to the size of the sample the power of
the famous chi-square tests of independence and homogeneity. Improving
the power of these statistical tests by using auxiliary information makes
it possible either to reduce the probability of accepting the null hypoth-
esis under the alternative hypothesis, or to reduce the size of the sample
necessary to reach a predefined power. The suggested method is computa-
tional and some simple statistical applications are presented to illustrate
these results. The framework of this work is non-parametric, so it can be
applied to any kind of data and any area using statistics.
1 Introduction
The chi-square tests. The chi-square test is one of the most well-known
and one of the most used tests in statistics which was developed in 1900 by
the British Karl Pearson. Originally, Karl Pearson’s result contained an error
concerning the degree of freedom of the statistic of his test – for more details
see [10, 28] and some people even suggested that Pearson would not have made
this mistake if he had the tools one have today [12]. It should of course be
understood that most of the theoretical statistical results can be tested experi-
mentally, with software or statistical languages like R, Scilab, Mathematica, ...
To go in this direction, the results of this paper can be tested with simulations
and a Mathematica file is attached to this article in order to be able to nu-
merically verify all calculations. Today there are many papers correcting Karl
Pearson’s error and which contain the proof of the goodness-of-fit chi-square
test – see [11, 7] for some examples of proof. Karl Pearson was a brilliant figure
who influenced and developed the universe of teaching and research in statistics
in the world, in particular in certain countries like India [22] and Russia [26].
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For more details about Karl Pearson, see [14]. As previously said, his test be-
came one of the most popular test in the field of the categorical data analysis –
see [1] – and can be applied in many other fields like biology, health, economics
and even psychology [32]. Historically, this test has nevertheless suffered in the
statistical literature from numerous criticisms concerning in particular the fact
that it is an asymptotic test. It is therefore necessary to have a sufficiently large
sample size to be able to apply this test – see [37] for example. In case the size
is not sufficient, some authors like [21] recommended to use tests based on the
bootstrap re-sampling method. The chi-square test is available in three versions
based on the same statistic but verifying different hypotheses: goodness-of-fit
test, independence test and homogeneity test. All these three tests are de-
scribed in Fischer’s book [16]. This article will deal with the independence and
homogeneity test but the goodness-of-fit test has been covered in [3].
The statistic. All chi-square tests are based on the observation of the statistic
χ2n generally defined by
χ2n “
ÿ
c
pOc ´ Tcq2
Tc
, (1)
where the sum is made on all categories c that can form a partition of the
sample, Oc are the number of variables Xi belonging to a category c and Ti
the theoretical number of these variables which should belong to c under the
null hypothesis pH0q. Under the null hypothesis to be established according to
the chi-square test, this statistic weakly converges to a χ2 law with a degree
of freedom corresponding to the degree of freedom of all the categories The
chi-square tests of independence and homogeneity are described respectively
in Subsection 2.1 and Subsection 2.2. It is more difficult to say what is the
asymptotic law of this statistic under pH1q. Therein lies the difficulty in general
when one wish to compare two tests, in particular here the classic chi-square
test and the new tests which exploit an auxiliary information. The following
paragraph gives more details concerning the concept of auxiliary information.
Auxiliary information. Part of the statistical literature concerning the con-
cept of auxiliary information deals with the information given by the knowl-
edge of the marginal probability of the law of the sample. A method makes it
possible to include this knowledge in order to improve the estimations of the
statistician. This is the Raking-Ratio method which will be mentioned in our
possible applications. Some authors like Zhang [33, 34, 35, 36], Qin [24, 23],
Hengjian [18], Tang[29] considered an auxiliary information as the knowledge
of a measurable function such that the expectation of this function of the inter-
est variable vanishes. If an auxiliary information of this kind is available then
they suggested to modify the estimators of interest in order to improve them by
taking into account this auxiliary information. They considered M -estimators,
quantile processes, distribution function, empirical likelihood and proved that,
with some modifications, these last one converge weakly to processes with an
uniform lower variance. More generally, knowledge of one or more parameters
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correlated to the variable of interest can be considered as auxiliary information.
This is what can be called as general auxiliary information and it can be pro-
cessed using the control variate method – see [20] for instance. In summary,
there are many references to the notion of auxiliary information in the statis-
tical literature and a far from exhaustive list has been given, but all of these
references use information in the aim to improve estimates. To the author’s
knowledge, there are no results concerning the improvement of the power of
statistical tests when information is available to the statistician. The author
established some results going in this direction in [4] then generalized his re-
sults in [3]. More precisely, the case of the chi-square test of goodness-of-fit
with auxiliary information is described in the last cited paper and this article is
an extension of these results for the independence and homogeneity chi-square
test.
Organisation. This paper is divided in two sections. Section 2 gathers all
results concerning the improved chi-square tests when an auxiliary information
is exploited. Section 3 contains some applications of the presented results with
two kind of auxiliary information. Firstly the auxiliary information will be given
by the knowledge of probabilities of sets of some partition. In a second time,
the auxiliary information is brought by the knowledge of some parameters which
the estimators are correlated to the interest random variable.
2 Main results
This section contains the main results of this article. Subsection 2.1 concerns
the independence chi-square test while Subsection 2.2 covers the homogeneity
chi-square test. These tests were briefly described in the introduction, but a
formal description is given in each of the following subsections. Theorem 2.1
and Theorem 2.2 are the main results of this paper. For every matrix M let
denote M` its pseudo-inverse or generalized inverse.
2.1 Test of χ2 independence
Notation. Let X,X1, . . . , Xn be i.i.d. random variables defined on a same
probability space pΩ, T ,Pq with same unknown law P “ PX and taking their
values on some measurable space pX , T 1q. The measurable space pX , T 1q is
endowed with P to get a probability space. Let F be a set of real-valued
measurable functions f such that P pf2q ă `8 and let denote PnpFq, αnpFq
respectively the empirical measure and process, that is the stochastic processes
defined respectively for all f P F by
Pnpfq “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
fpXiq, (2)
αnpfq “ ?npPnpfq ´ P pfqq “ 1?
n
nÿ
i“1
pfpXiq ´ P pfqq.
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For a convenient notation, if f “ 1A for some measurable set A P T 1 then let
denote
PnpAq “ Pnp1Aq, P pAq “ P pX P Aq,
αnpAq “ αnp1Aq “ ?npPnpAq ´ P pAqq.
Let denote A1, . . . , Am P T 1 and B1, . . . , Bl P T 1 two measurable partitions of X
and let suppose that P pAiq ‰ 0 and P pBjq ‰ 0 for every 1 ď i ď m, 1 ď j ď l.
The aim of the independence chi-square test is to know if there is independence
between every couple of sets pAi, Bjq. That is the null and complementary
hypothesis are given by
pH0q : @1 ď i ď m, @1 ď j ď l, P pAi XBjq “ P pAiqP pBjq,
pH1q : D1 ď i ď m, D1 ď j ď l, P pAi XBjq ‰ P pAiqP pBjq,
Notice that rejecting the null hypothesis pH0q, i.e. admitting the alternative
hypothesis pH1q which says that some categories are dependent does not mean
that there is a causal link between these categories – see [37]. The observed
values Oc of (1) for this test are Oij “ nPnpAiXBjq and the theoretical values
Tc are Tij “ nPnpAiqPnpBjq. So, the independence chi-square test is based on
the following statistic
χ2n “
mÿ
i“1
lÿ
j“1
˜?
npPnpAi XBjq ´ PnpAiqPnpBjqqa
PnpAiqPnpBjq
¸2
“ Zn ¨ Ztn,
Zn “ ?npPrXsn ´ Prˆsn q, (3)
where PrXsn ,Prˆsn P Rmˆl are the random vectors defined as
pPrXsn qpi´1ql`j “ PnpAi XBjqaPnpAiqPnpBjq , pPrˆsn qpi´1ql`j “
b
PnpAiqPnpBjq, (4)
which are respectively consistent estimators of
P
rXs
pi´1ql`j “
P pAi XBjqa
P pAiqP pBjq , P
rˆs
pi´1ql`j “
b
P pAiqP pBjq. (5)
Hypotheses pH0q and pH1q could be rewritten as
pH0q : P rXs “ P rˆs, pH1q : P rXs ‰ P rˆs.
The behavior of this statistic according to the hypothesis which is verified is
recalled in the next paragraphs. The definition and behavior of the statistic
using an auxiliary information will also be given below.
Behavior under pH0q. Under pH0q one have for 1 ď i, i1 ď m, 1 ď j, j1 ď l,
?
npPnpAi XBjq ´ PnpAiqPnpBjqq
“ αnpAi XBjq ´ PnpBjqαnpAiq ´ P pAiqαnpBjq,
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then under this hypothesis, Zn „
nÑ`8 N p0,Σ0q where 0 “ 0Rmˆl and Σ0 P
MmˆlpRq is defined by
pΣ0qpi´1ql`j,pi1´1ql`j1
“
´
δi,i1 ´
a
P pAiqP pAi1q
¯ ˆ
δj,j1 ´
b
P pBjqP pBj1q
˙
“ pΣ0,Aqi,i1 pΣ0,Bqj,j1 , (6)
with
Σ0,A “ Id´
a
P rAst ¨aP rAs, aP rAs “ paP pA1q, . . . ,aP pAmqq, (7)
Σ0,B “ Id´
a
P rBst ¨aP rBs, aP rBs “ paP pB1q, . . . ,aP pBlqq.
The matrix Σ is a projection matrix over a set of dimension pm´ 1qpl ´ 1q. So
under pH0q, according to Cochran theorem,
χ2n “ Zn ¨ Ztn „
nÑ`8 χ
2ppm´ 1qpl ´ 1qq.
Notice that one could rewrite that
Σ0 “ pIt ¨ Σ0,A ¨ Iq bDiagmpΣ0,Bq, (8)
where I P Mm,mˆl is the matrix full of value 1, the operation b means the
Kronecker product and for a matrix M PMk1 ,
Diagk2pMq “
¨˚
˝M . . . 0... . . . ...
0 . . . M
‹˛‚PMk1ˆk2 . (9)
The expression (8) is convenient for a numerical computation.
Behavior under pH1q. Under the complementary hypothesis, one could write
that
?
npPnpAi XBjq ´ PnpAiqPnpBjqq “ αnpAi XBjq ´ PnpBjqαnpAiq
´ P pAiqαnpBjq ` ?n pP pAi XBjq ´ P pAiqP pBjqq , (10)
then the statistic Zn ´ Tn converges weakly to the multivariate vector normal
N p0mˆl,Σ1q where Tn P Rmˆl and Σ1 PMmˆl are defined by
Tn “ ?npP rXs ´ P rˆsq, (11)
Σ1 “ ErXtXs ´ ErXstErXs, (12)
X “
˜
1XPAiXBj ´ P pAiq1XPBj ´ P pBjq1XPAia
P pAiqP pBjq
¸
pi´1ql`j
1ďiďm
1ďjďl
, (13)
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The expression of Σ1 is not simple but having the value of Σ1 or a closed
formula at the disposal of the statistician should not intervene in the concept
of auxiliary information. Indeed the notion of auxiliary information must not
take into account the hypothesis which is verified. Notice that under the null
hypothesis pH0q, Σ1 “ Σ0.
Auxiliary information. For the chi-square test of independence, the concept
of auxiliary information would be given by the knowledge of an estimator of
probability vector P rXs ´ P rˆs defined by (5) better than the empirical estima-
tor PrXsn ´Prˆsn defined by (4) in the sense that these estimators would have lower
asymptotic quadratic risk. More formally, let suppose that the auxiliary infor-
mation is given by the knowledge of an empirical measure pPn P Rmˆl which are
a consistent estimator of P rXs´P rˆs and which satisfy the following asymptotic
properties
?
n
´pPn ´ pP rXs ´ P rˆsq¯ “ ?npPn ´ Tn LÝÑ
nÑ`8 N p0mˆl, pΣq, (14)
where pΣ PMmˆlpRq is a covariance matrix such that
rankpΣ1q “ rankppΣq “ pm´ 1qpl ´ 1q,
Σ1 ´ pΣ is semi-definite positive,
with Σ1 defined by (12). Conditions on pΣ ensure that pΣ` ě Σ`1 according to
Theorem 1 of [31]. If (14) is verified, the notion of auxiliary information is avail-
able as well on the null hypothesis as the complementary hypothesis according
to the fact that under pH0q,Σ1 “ Σ0. It is natural to observe this phenomenon
since the notion of auxiliary information has to be independent of the statistical
test that is carried out. Some examples of this kind of auxiliary information
are given in Section 3. The statistic of the new chi-square independence test
should take into account this kind of auxiliary information. Instead of working
on the classical statistic χ2n defined by (3) let work on a new chi-square statistic
which take into account the auxiliary information given by the knowledge of pPn,
defined by
pχ2n “ pZn ¨ pZtn, pZn “ ?npPn ¨ Sn, (15)
where Sn PMmˆlpRq is a consistent estimator of S “
bpΣ`Σ1. For example, Sn
could be the empirical estimator Sn “
bpΣn`Σ1,n where Σ1,n, pΣn are respectively
consistent estimations of Σ1, pΣ. If the asymptotic condition (14) is satisfied then
the asymptotic variance of pZn is the same that of Zn under the complementary
hypothesis pH1q. The auxiliary information intervenes at the level of magnitude
of the scalar product of these variables. More precisely, the magnitude of pχ2n “pZn ¨ pZtn will be larger than of that χ2n “ Zn ¨ Ztn. This argument is finally the
main one for the proof of the main result of this section.
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Main result. Under the null hypothesis, if hypothesis (14) is ensured, the ran-
dom vector pZn converges weakly to the multivariate normal vector N p0mˆl,Σ0q
as the same way as Zn. Therefore, as the classical chi-square test, under the
null hypothesis pH0q, the statistic pχ2n defined by (15), converges weakly to the
chi-square distribution χ2ppm ´ 1qpl ´ 1qq. Then, the statistical test based on
the rejected decision pχ2n ě t has the same α-risk than the usual statistical test
based on the decision χ2n ě t. In order to prove that the new suggested test
which takes into account the auxiliary information is more powerful, one needs
to establish that under the complementary hypothesis, the probability of taking
the decision to reject the hypothesis is higher with the new test than with the
classical one. This is the topic of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. If an auxiliary information satisfies conditions (14) then under
the complementary hypothesis pH1q it holds for every t ą 0 and n large enough,
Ppχ2n ď tq
Pppχ2n ď tq ě exppxnq,
for a sequence xn satisfying xn „
nÑ`8
1
2Tn ¨ ppΣ` ´ Σ`1 q ¨ T tn where Tn,Σ1 andpΣ are respectively defined by equations (11), (12) and the asymptotic normality
condition given by the auxiliary information condition.
This theorem is only a generalization of Theorem 2 in [2] and its proof is an
adaptation of the proof of this theorem.
2.2 Test of χ2 homogeneity
Notation. Let G be the number of independent samples, ng P N˚ the size of
the gth sample and Xrgs, Xrgs1 , . . . , X
rgs
ng be the i.i.d. real random variables of
the gth sample defined on a same probability space pΩ, T ,Pq which all follow a
P rgs “ PXrgs law and taking their values on a measurable space pX rgs, T 1rgsq. All
measurable spaces pX rgs, T 1rgsq are endowed with P rgs to get a probability space.
Let F rgs be a set of real-valued measurable functions f such that P rgspf2q ă `8
and let denote PnpF rgsq, αrgsn pF rgsq the processes indexed by the class function
F rgs and defined for any f P F rgs by
Prgsng pfq “
1
ng
ngÿ
i“1
fpXrgsi q,
αrgsng pfq “
?
ngpPrgsng pfq ´ P rgspfqq.
They are respectively the empirical measure and the empirical process associated
with the gth sample. For a convenient notation, if f “ 1A for some measurable
space A P T 1, let denote
Prgsng pAq “ Prgsng p1Aq, P rgspAq “ P pXrgs1 P Aq,
αrgsng pAq “
?
ngpPrgsng pAq ´ P rgspAqq.
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The aim of the chi-square homogeneity test is to check if all samples follow
a same distribution P . The null and complementary hypotheses pH0q, pH1q
associated to the homogeneity chi-square test are given by
pH0q : @1 ď g, g1 ď G, P rgsrAs “ P rg1srAs,
pH1q : D1 ď g, g1 ď G, P rgsrAs ‰ P rg1srAs,
where
P rgsrAs “ pP rgspA1q, . . . , P rgspAmqq P Rm. (16)
Let denote for any measurable real-valued function f P F , where F “ ŞGg“1 F rgs,
n “
Gÿ
g“1
ng, Pnpfq “ 1
n
Gÿ
g“1
ngÿ
i“1
fpXrgsi q “
Gÿ
g“1
ng
n
Prgsng pfq,
αnpfq “ ?n
˜
Pnpfq ´
Gÿ
g“1
ng
n
P rgspfq
¸
“
Gÿ
g“1
c
ng
n
αrgsng pfq,
respectively the size, the empirical measure and the empirical process of all
aggregated samples. Under pH0q one have in particularly, αnpfq “ ?npPnpfq´
P pfqq. One suppose that
lim
ming ngÑ`8
ng
n
“ pg Ps0, 1r,
to ensure a convergence of the aggregated empirical measure and process as
the accumulated sample size goes to infinity. In other words, the limit pg is
the proportion of individuals in the gth sample compared to all the individuals
combined and it holds
lim
ming ngÑ`8
Pnpfq “ P pfq “
Gÿ
g“1
pgP
rgspfq. (17)
By definition of n one can notice that
řG
g“1 pg “ 1. As for all independent
samples, let write for a convenient notation
PnpAq “ Pnp1Aq, αnpAq “ αnp1Aq.
Notice that under both hypothesis pH0q and pH1q it holds
Cov
´
αnpf1q, αrgsng pf2q
¯
“
c
ng
n
Covpf1pXrgs1 q, f2pXrgs1 qq, (18)
Cov pαnpf1q, αnpf2qq “
Gÿ
g“1
ng
n
Covpf1pXrgs1 q, f2pXrgs1 qq,
Cov
´
αrg1sn pf1q, αrg2sn pf2q
¯
“ δg1,g2Covpf1pXrg1s1 q, f2pXrg1s1 qq,
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In particular,
Cov
´
αnpf1q, αrgsng pf2q
¯
ÝÑ
ming ngÑ`8
pgCovpf1pXrgs1 q, f2pXrgs1 qq,
Cov pαnpf1q, αnpf2qq ÝÑ
ming ngÑ`8
Gÿ
g“1
pgCovpf1pXrgs1 q, f2pXrgs1 qq.
Under the null hypothesis pH0q, one have especially
Covpαnpf1q, αnpf2qq “ Covpf1pXq, f2pXqq, (19)
where X is P -distributed. The observed values Oc from (1) are Ogi “ ngPrgsng pAiq
and the theoretical values Tc are Tgi “ nPnpAiq. So the chi-square statistic of
the homogeneity test is defined by
χ2n “ Zn ¨ Ztn,
Zn “
˜?
ngpPrgsng pAiq ´ PnpAiqqa
PnpAiq
¸
pg´1qm`i,
1ďgďG,
1ďiďm
The behavior of Zn allows us to understand that of χ
2
n and details are given
in the next paragraph. For the following statement, let denote Cg, C respec-
tively the covariance matrix of the gth and the aggregated empirical process of
p1A1 , . . . ,1Amq, that is
Crgs “ Cov
´
αrgsng rAs
¯
“
´
P rgspAi1 XAi2q ´ P rgspAi1qP rgspAi2q
¯
1ďi1,i2ďm
,
“ P rgs
”
1ApXrgsq ¨ 1tApXrgsq
ı
´ P rgs
”
1ApXrgsq
ı
¨ P rgs
”
1ApXrgsq
ıt
,
Cn “ Cov pαnrAsq “
Gÿ
g“1
ng
n
Crgs,
C “ lim
ming ngÑ`8
Cn “
Gÿ
g“1
pgC
rgs, (20)
where
1ApXq “ p1A1pXq, . . . ,1AmpXqq,
P rgsppf1, . . . , fmqq “ pP rgspf1q, . . . , P rgspfmqq.
In particular, under pH0q,
@1 ď g ď G, Crgs “ Cn “ C
“ pP pAi1 XAi2q ´ P pAi1qP pAi2qq1ďi1,i2ďm .
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Behavior of the statistic under pH0q. Under pH0q one have Zn “ Z 1n with
Z 1n “
˜
α
rgs
ng pAiq ´
a
ng{nαnpAiqqa
PnpAiq
¸
pg´1qm`i,
1ďgďG,
1ďiďm
, (21)
for 1 ď g1, g2 ď G, 1 ď i1 ď ng1 , 1 ď i2 ď ng2 . According to (18) and (19),
under pH0q it holds
Cov
ˆ
αrg1sng1 pAi1q ´
c
ng1
n
αnpAi1q, αrg2sng2 pAi2q ´
c
ng2
n
αnpAi2q
˙
“ pP pAi1 XAi2q ´ P pAi1qP pAi2qq
ˆ
δg1,g2 ´
?
ng1ng2
n
˙
“ Ci1,i2
ˆ
δg1,g2 ´
?
ng1ng2
n
˙
where X is a random variable P -distributed. It implies that under this hy-
pothesis then Z 1n „
nÑ`8 N p0Gˆm,Σ0q, where 0k “ 0Rk and Σ0 PMGˆmpRq is
defined by
pΣ0qpg1´1qm`i1,pg2´1qm`i2
“
´
δi1,i2 ´
a
P pAi1qP pAi2q
¯ `
δg1,g2 ´?pg1pg2
˘
“ pΣ0,Gqg1,g2 pΣ0,Aqi1,i2 , (22)
with Σ0,A given by (7) and
Σ0,G “ Id´?pt ¨ ?p, p “
`?
pg1 , . . . ,
?
pgG
˘
.
The matrix Σ is a projection matrix over a set of dimension pG´1qpm´1q. Then
under the hypothesis pH0q, it is a well known fact that according to Cochran
theorem,
χ2n “ Zn ¨ Ztn „ χ2ppG´ 1qpm´ 1qq.
Notice that one could rewrite that
Σ “ `It ¨ Σ0,G ¨ I˘bDiagGpΣAq, (23)
where I P MG,Gˆm is the matrix full of value 1, the operation b still means
the Kronecker product and DiagGpΣAq given by the definition (9). The expres-
sion (23) is convenient for a numerical computation.
Behavior of the statistic under pH1q. Under the complementary hypothesis
pH1q, it holds Zn “ Z 1n ` T 1n with Z 1n defined by (21) and
T 1n “
˜?
ngpP rgspAiq ´ P pAiqq
PnpAiq
¸
pg´1qm`i,
1ďgďG,
1ďiďm
.
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Notice that Tn ´ T 1n a.s.ÝÑ
nÑ`8 0 with
Tn “
˜?
ngpP rgspAiq ´ P pAiqq
P pAiq
¸
pg´1qm`i,
1ďgďG,
1ďiďm
. (24)
By separating all empirical process of independent samples, one have
αrgsng ´
c
ng
n
αn “
´
1´ ng
n
¯
αrgsng ´
ÿ
g1‰g
?
ngng1
n
αrg
1s
ng1 ,
which implies that
Cov
ˆ
αrg1sng1 pAiq ´
c
ng1
n
αnpAiq, αrg2sng2 pAiq ´
c
ng2
n
αnpAiq
˙
“Crg1sδg1,g2 `
?
ng1ng2
n
pC ´ Crg1s ´ Crg2sq
ÝÑ
ming ngÑ`8
Crg1sδg1,g2 ` pg1pg2pC ´ Crg1s ´ Crg2sq, (25)
then the random vector Z 1n „
nÑ`8 N p0Gˆm,Σ1q where Σ P MGˆmpRq is de-
fined, according to (17) and (25), by
pΣ1qpg1´1qm`i1,pg2´1qm`i2 “
C
rg1s
i1,i2
δg1,g2 ` pg1pg2pC ´ Crg1s ´ Crg2sqi1,i2a
P pAi1qP pAi2q
. (26)
The variance matrix Σ1 could be computationally difficult to evaluate but the
notion of auxiliary information given in the following paragraph does not require
to know its exact value and does not depend on the hypothesis verified. Notice
that under pH0q, Σ1 “ Σ0. Despite having the asymptotic law of Zn it is difficult
to establish what law χ2n follows asymptotically under pH1q.
Auxiliary information. Remind the notation given by (16). For the homo-
geneity chi-square test, let suppose that the assumption of auxiliary information
is given by the knowledge of some random vectors pPrgsng P Rm for 1 ď g ď G
which satisfy the following asymptotic condition
pαrgsng „ngÑ`8 N p0m, pCrgsq, (27)pαrgsng “ ?ng ´pPrgsng ´ P rgsrAs¯ P Rm,
where pCrgs PMmpRq is a covariance matrix such that
rankp pCrgsq “ rankpCrgsq,
Crgs ´ pCrgs is semi-definite positive.
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Condition (27) ensures that a central limit theorem is satisfied when the auxil-
iary information is exploited while conditions on pCrgs ensure that pCrgs` ě Crgs`
according to Theorem 1 of [31]. This CLT condition is necessary to establish
the main result but is enough general to support any kind of auxiliary informa-
tion. Some examples of matrices Σg which satisfy this condition are given in
Section 3. This definition of the auxiliary information is very general since it
only requires the result of the application of the auxiliary information and the
covariance of the procedure of the different sources. It does not need to know all
steps of the procedure of the sources to incorporate the auxiliary information,
especially if these sources of auxiliary information does not want to reveal their
methods for privacy or security reasons. Let denote pPn, pαn P Rm respectively
the aggregated empirical measure and process with auxiliary information, that
is
pPn “ 1
n
Gÿ
g“1
ngpPrgsng P Rm,
pαn “ Gÿ
g“1
c
ng
n
pαrgsng “ ?n
˜pPn ´ Gÿ
g“1
ng
n
P rgsrAs
¸
P Rm.
Immediately, one have by Slutsky theorem that
pPn a.s.ÝÑ
nÑ`8
pP rAs “ pP pA1q, . . . , P pAmqq, pαn lawÝÑ
nÑ`8 N p0, pCq,
where pC “ řGg“1 pg pCrgs satisfies the same property of the auxiliary information,
that is C ě pC or C ´ pC is semi-definite positive. In particular, on pH0q,pαn “ ?nppPn ´ P rAsq. Under both hypotheses, the equivalent of (18) for the
case of auxiliary information is given by
Covppαn, pαrgsng q “cngn Covppαrgsng q ÝÑming ngÑ`8 ?pg pCrgs, (28)
Covppαnq “ Gÿ
g“1
ng
n
Covppαrgsng q ÝÑming ngÑ`8 pC,
Covppαrg1sng1 , pαrg2sng2 q “ δg1,g2Covppαrg1sng1 q ÝÑming ngÑ`8 δg1,g2 pCrg1s.
Let denote the random vector pZ 1n P RGˆm defined by
pZ 1n “
¨˝?
ngppPrgsng ´ pPnqib
ppPnqi ‚˛pg´1qm`i,
1ďgďG,
1ďiďm
.
According to (28) and Slutsky theorem, under both hypotheses pH0q and pH1q,
one have that Z 1n converges weakly to a multivariate normal law with a variance
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matrix pΣ PMGˆmpRq defined bypΣpg1´1qm`i1,pg2´1qm`i2 (29)
“ 1a
P pAi1qP pAi2q
Cov
˜ˆpαrg1sng1 ´
c
ng1
n
pαn˙
i1
,
ˆpαrg2sng2 ´
c
ng2
n
pαn˙
i2
¸
“
δg1,g2Covppαrg1sng1 qi1,i2 ` ?ng1ng2n ´Covppαnq ´ Covppαrg1sng1 q ´ Covppαrg2sng2 q¯i1,i2a
P pAi1qP pAi2q
ÝÑ
ming ngÑ`8
δg1,g2
pCrg1si1,i2 `?pg1pg2 ´ pC ´ pCrg1s ´ pCrg2s¯i1,i2a
P pAi1qP pAi2q
.
Nothing in the definition of the variance matrix pΣ tells us that Σ1 ě pΣ but
Lemma 2.1 proves that it is the case. The statistic of the new chi-square homo-
geneity test which takes into account the new auxiliary information is
pχ2n “ pZn ¨ pZtn, pZn “ pZ 1n ¨ Sn,
where Sn PMGˆmpRq is a consistent estimator of S “
bpΣ`Σ1. For instance,
one could take Sn “
bpΣn`Σ1,n where Σ1,n, pΣn are respectively consistent esti-
mations of Σ1 defined by (26) and pΣ defined by (29).
Main result. Under pH0q, pZ 1n converges weakly to the multivariate normal law
N p0Gˆm, pΣq then by construction pZn converges weakly to N p0Gˆm,Σ0q where
Σ0 is defined by (22). This implies that pχ2n converges weakly to X 2ppG´1qpm´
1qq as the same way as χ2n. The statistical test based on the rejected decisionpχ2n ě t has the same α-risk than the classical one χ2n ě t. Under pH1q it is quite
difficult to say the law that pχ2n follows as the same way as χ2n but according to
to the following lemma, the asymptotic variance of pZ 1n is lower than that of Zn.
Lemma 2.1. Remind that Σ1 and pΣ are respectively defined by equations (26)
and (29). If condition (27) is satisfied then pΣ ď Σ1 in the sense that Σ1 ´ pΣ is
semi-definite positive.
Lemma 2.2. If the condition (27) is verified then
rankppΣq “ rankpΣ1q “ pG´ 1qpm´ 1q.
Proofs of Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 are given at Appendix A and Appendix B.
By adapting the proof of Theorem 2 of [2] the following result can be proved.
Theorem 2.2. If an auxiliary information satisfies condition (27) then under
the complementary hypothesis pH1q one have for every t ą 0 and n large enough,
Ppχ2n ď tq
Pppχ2n ď tq ě exppxnq, (30)
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where xn is sequence satisfying xn „
nÑ`8
1
2Tn ¨ ppΣ`´Σ`1 q ¨T tn where Tn,Σ1 andpΣ are respectively defined by equations (24), (26) and (29).
Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 imply that the sequence xn of Theorem 2.2 verifies
xn Ñ `8 as nÑ `8.
3 Statistical applications
In Section 3.2 the established results of the previous section are applied for the
Raking-Ratio method, a famous statistical and computational method which
exploits the knowledge of probabilities to belong to sets of some partitions. In
Section 3.3 these results are applied with the point of view of the definition of
an auxiliary information given by Tarima and Pavlov – see [30] – to exploit an
information of any nature. This method allows to exploit the knowledge of a
correlated parameter of the interest variable. Under some modifications and
conditions of Gaussian asymptotic behavior, the variance of empirical asymp-
totic estimators decreases asymptotically. In other words it is a Gaussian version
of the control variate methods. A Mathematica notebook is attached to this ar-
ticle and contains the code to obtain the presented results. It is possible to
change parameters in order to test easily other situations since all results are
non-parametric.
3.1 Framework
Framework for the independence χ2 test. To illustrate the result of Theo-
rem 2.1 let work on random variables which the probability of belonging to cat-
egorical sets is given by Table 1. These categorical sets are chosen dependent in
Table 1: Probability of categorical sets
A1 A2 P pB¨q
B1 1/8 3/8 1/2
B2 3/8 1/8 1/2
P pA¨q 1/2 1/2
order to be on the complementary hypothesis pH1q. An auxiliary information
in not needed to calculate Σ1, Tn respectively defined by (12) and (11) since
they depend only on the common law P of the i.i.d. random variables. In this
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context they are equal to:
Tn “
?
n
4
`´1 1 1 ´1˘ , (31)
X “ 2
ˆ
1AiXBj ´ 12 p1Ai ` 1Bj q
˙
2pi´1q`j
i“1,2,j“1,2
,
ErXs “ ´1
4
p3, 1, 1, 3q , ErXtXs “ 1
4
¨˚
˚˝3 0 0 30 1 1 0
0 1 1 0
3 0 0 3
‹˛‹‚,
Σ1 “ ErXtXs ´ ErXst ¨ ErXs “ 3
16
M (32)
M “
ˆ
m ´m
´m m
˙
for m “
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
.
To have an auxiliary information to exploit one need to have some information
about the law of the random variables. In the context of a statistical example,
let give ourselves the law that the random variables must follow. Keep in mind
that is an example and the law may be arbitrary since the results of this paper
are established in a non-parametric framework. This example can nevertheless
be concrete since this kind of form of distribution are found when modes appear.
Let apply the main results for some i.i.d. variables X,X1, . . . , Xn which follow
the distribution given by Figure 1. In particular, ErXs “ 0, σ2 “ VarpXq “
7{24 » 0.292. Let define the following sets to test the independence hypothesis
Figure 1: Law of X
pH0q:
A1 “ tX ď 0u, A2 “ A1, (33)
B1 “ tX P r´1{2
?
2, 0s Y r1{2?2,`8ru, B2 “ B1.
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These sets are defined in the aim to respect Table 1 and are therefore dependent
in order to be under the complementary hypothesis.
Framework for the homogeneity χ2 test. To illustrate the results con-
cerning the homogeneity test, only two samples of same size n1 “ n2 “ n{2
and the probability of partition tA1, A2u described by (33) are considered. The
first one follows the shifted law Xr1s „ X ` 0.1 where the law of X is given
by Figure 1. To be under the pH1q hypothesis, the law of the sample sam-
ple should be different from the first sample or at least the probability of the
event A1. The second sample follows the shifted law X
r2s „ Xr1s ´ 0.1 then
P r2spA1q “ 0.505 ‰ P r1spA1q “ 0.51. With these definitions, P “ 12 pP r1s`P r2sq
is the law of X. These law and so these probabilities are extremely closed so
the probability of taking the decision to reject is very low if the sample size
is not large enough. As for the independence test, the auxiliary information
is not needed to calculate values Tn, C
rgs,Σ1 respectively defined by (24), (20)
and (26) since they depend only on the laws P r1s, P r2s of the samples. They are
equal to
Tn » ?n
`
0.00248,´0.00252,´0.00248, 0.00252˘ ,
Cr1s “ 0.2499
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
, Cr2s “ 0.249975
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
,
C “ Cn “ 1
2
pCr1s ` Cr2sq “ 0.249938
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
,
Σ1 “
ˆ
m ´m
´m m
˙
for m “
ˆ
0.246244 ´0.249966
´0.249966 0.253744
˙
.
In our framework, the variance matrix pΣ is given by
pΣ “ ˜ pC{2 pC ´ pCr1s ´ pCr2spC ´ pCr1s ´ pCr2s pC{2
¸
3.2 Application with the Raking-Ratio method
The Raking-Ratio method. The Raking-Ratio method is a famous algo-
rithm which exploits iteratively the knowledge of the probability of belonging
to a set among partitions. This method, suggested by Deming and Stephan [15,
27], has been studied many times in the statistical literature – see for exam-
ple [9, 19, 6, 13, 8]. The Raking-Ratio method is a weighting method for survey
techniques used for example by the french statistic institute INSEE with the
CALMAR macro – see [5, 25, 17]. This information can also be resulted from
an estimation or a learning from an other larger sample under the condition that
this sample is large enough. The author gives in [2] the magnitude of minimum
size of the sample to be efficient. More formally let suppose a statistician has
a if he has at his disposal all values P rApNqs “ pP pAp1q1 q, . . . , P pApNqmN qq where
A
pNq
1 , . . . , A
pNq are measurable sets which form partition ApNq for N P N˚ and
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P is the common law of the sample. From the point-view of the theory of the
empirical process, the Raking-Ratio method takes into account this knowledge
by modifying iteratively the empirical measure in the sense given by Albertus
and Berthet in [4]. More precisely, this method is based on the sequence PpNqn of
measures defined by Pp0qn pFq “ PnpFq, that is the empirical measure of the sam-
ple indexed by some real-valued function class F – in other words the process
defined by (2) – and for N P N and f P F ,
PpN`1qn pfq “
mN`1ÿ
j“1
P pApN`1qj q
PpNqn pApN`1qj q
PpNqn pf1ApN`1qj q.
Albertus and Berthet studied the asymptotic behavior of the raking-ratio em-
pirical process α
pNq
n pFq, that is the process associated with the Raking-Ratio
method defined by
αpNqn pfq “
?
npPpNqn pfq ´ P pfqq.
They proved that this process has a bias but this last one vanishes asymp-
totically. Moreover under some metric entropy condition on F , this process
converges weakly to a P -raked Brownian GpNqpFq, that is a centered Gaus-
sian process indexed by F with a lower variance than its of the P -brownian
bridge GpFq. The Raking-Ratio method is recalled below in the context of the
chi-square of independence and homogeneity.
Test of χ2 of independence. The auxiliary information is given by the knowl-
edge of probabilities P rApNqs for some partitions ApNq “ tApNq1 , . . . , ApNqmN u and
should reinforce the test to verify the independence between two categorical sets
A1, . . . , Am and B1, . . . , Bl. The auxiliary information improves the empirical
estimation of P rXs ´ P rˆs defined by (4) and (5) by the estimator pPn P Rmˆl
defined by ´pPn¯pi´1ql`j
1ďiďm
1ďjďl
“ P
pNq
n pAi XBjq ´ PpNqn pAiqPpNqn pBjqb
PpNqn pAiqPpNqn pBjq
, (34)
By the law of iterated logarithm for the Raking-Ratio empirical process given
by Proposition 2 of [4], this estimator is a consistent estimator of P rXs ´ P rˆs.
As the same way as (10) one could write for i, j “ 1, 2,
?
npPpNqpAi XBjq ´ PnpAiqPpNqn pBjqq “ αpNqn pAi XBjq ´ PpNqn pBjqαpNqn pAiq
´ P pAiqαpNqn pBjq `
?
npP pAi XBjq ´ P pAiqP pBjq.
According to the CLT of the Raking-Ratio empirical process given by Propo-
sition 4 of [4], the random vector pZ 1n ´ Tn, where pZ 1n and Tn are respectively
defined by (15) and (11), converges weakly to the multivariate N p0mˆl,ΣpNqq
with ΣpNq PM4pRq defined, according to Proposition 7 of [4], by
ΣpNq “ Σ1 ´
Nÿ
k“1
pΦpNqk qt ¨ Vk ¨ ΦpNqk ,
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where
Vk “ DiagpP rApkqsq ´ P rApkqst ¨ P rApkqs PMmkpRq, (35)
the covariance matrix of the raked P -brownian bridge of the function vector
p1
A
pkq
1
, . . . ,1
A
pkq
mk
q and ΦpNqk PMmk,mˆl is defined by
Φ
pNq
k “ ErX|Apkqs
`
ÿ
1ďLďN´k
kăl1ăl2ă¨¨¨ălLďN
p´1qLPApl1q|ApkqPApl2q|Apl1q . . .PAplLq|AplL´1q ¨ ErX|AplLqs,
where X is defined by (13) and PApl1q|Apl2q PMm2,m1pRq is the stochastic matrix
defined by
pPApl1q|Apl2qqk1,k2 “ P pApl1qk2 |Apl2qk1 q. (36)
By its value or by Proposition 8 of [4], Σ1 ´ ΣpNq is semi-definite positive then
condition (14) is satisfied if Σ1 and Σ
pNq have the same rank. For example,
values Φ
pNq
k for N “ 1, 2, 1 ď k ď N , are equal to
pΦp1q1 qq,pi´1ql`j “ Er1AiXBj ´ P pAiq1Bj ´ P pBjq1Ai |Ap1qq s
“ P pAi XBj |Ap1qq q ´ P pAiqP pBj |Ap1qq q ´ P pBjqP pAi|Ap1qq q,
pΦp2q2 qq,pi´1ql`j “ Er1AiXBj ´ P pAiq1Bj ´ P pBjq1Ai |Ap2qq s
“ P pAi XBj |Ap2qq q ´ P pAiqP pBj |Ap2qq q ´ P pBjqP pAi|Ap2qq q,
Φ
p2q
1 “ Φp1q1 ´PAp2q|Ap1q ¨ Φp2q2 ,
Remind that for this statistical application one work with m “ l “ 2 and
A1, A2, B1, B2 defined by (33) and let apply the Raking-Ratio method with
partitions Ap1q “ tAp1q1 , Ap1q2 u,Ap2q “ tAp2q1 , Ap2q2 u where
A
p1q
1 “ tX ď ´0.5u, Ap1q2 “ Ap1q1 , Ap2q1 “ tX ě 0.5u, Ap2q2 “ Ap2q1 . (37)
These sets satisfy P pApkq1 q “ 1{4, P pApkq2 q “ 3{4 for k “ 1, 2. In this framework
we have
V1 “ V2 “ 3
16
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
, PAp2q|Ap1q “ 13
ˆ
0 3
1 2
˙
,
Φ
p1q
1 “ Φp2q2 “
´1
6
ˆ
3 0 0 3
2 1 1 2
˙
,
Φ
p2q
1 “
1
18
ˆ´3 3 3 ´3
1 ´1 ´1 1
˙
,
Σp1q “ 35
192
M, Σp2q “ 299
1728
M,
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where M is defined with (32). Since the covariance matrices Σp1q and Σp2q have
the same rank than the matrix Σ1 then it is possible to apply Theorem 2.1
when the auxiliary information is given by (34) for N “ 1, 2. In particular for
N “ 1, xn „ 0.00476n and for N “ 2, xn „ 0.0139n. The fact that the auxiliary
information it is of better quality when N “ 2 than N “ 1 causes the sequence
xn to diverge faster.
Test of χ2 of homogeneity. In this case, the auxiliary information improves
the estimation of the vector P rgsrAs defined by (16) by the raked estimator
pPrgsng “ PrgspNqng rAs “ ´PrgspNqng pA1q, . . . ,PrgspNqng pAmq¯ ,
for some N P N˚. Remind that this estimator is recursively defined by Prgsp0qng “
Prgsng and for all N P N and f P F ,
PrgspN`1qng pfq “
mN`1ÿ
j“1
P rgspArN`1qj q
PrgspNqng pApN`1qj q
PrgspNqng pf1ApN`1qj q.
Notice that partitions ApNq can be taken different for two different samples since
our model does not require to exploit the same auxiliary information. By Propo-
sition 2 of [4], this estimator is a consistent estimator of P rgsrAs and according
to Proposition 4,
?
ngppPrgsng ´P rgsrAsq converges weakly to N p0m, CrgspNqq with
CrgspNq PMmpRq defined, according to Proposition 7 of [4], by
CrgspNq “ Crgs ´
Nÿ
k“1
pΦrgspNqk qt ¨ Vk ¨ ΦrgspNqk ,
where Vk is defined by (35) and ΦrgspNqk PMmk,mpRq is defined by
Φ
rgspNq
k “ Er1ApXrgsq|Apkqs
`
ÿ
1ďLďN´k
kăl1ăl2ă¨¨¨ălLďN
p´1qLPApl1q|ApkqPApl2q|Apl1q . . .PAplLq|AplL´1q ¨ Er1ApXrgsq|AplLqs,
with PApl1q|Apl2q PMm2,m1pRq defined by (36) and P by (17). By its value or
by Proposition 8 of [4], Crgs´CrgspNq is semi-definite positive so condition (27)
is satisfied when pCrgs “ CrgspNq. In our example these values are equal to
pΦrgsp1q1 qq,i “ P rgspAm|Ap1qq q,
pΦrgsp2q2 qq,i “ P rgspAm|Ap2qq q,
Φ
rgsp2q
1 “ Φrgsp1q1 ´PAp2q|Ap1q ¨ Φp2q2 .
Remind that for this statistical application one work with G “ m “ 2, Xr1s „
X ` 0.1, Xr2s „ X ´ 0.1 and A1, A2 defined by (33). Let apply the Raking-
Ratio method with the partitions Ap1q “ tAp1q1 , Ap1q2 u,Ap2q “ tAp2q1 , Ap2q2 u de-
fined with (37). In this framework, the Vk,PAp2q|Ap1q are the same than for the
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independence test while Φ
rgspNq
k elements are equal to
Φ
r1sp1q
1 “
ˆ
1 0
11{28 17{28
˙
, Φ
r1sp2q
2 “
ˆ
0 1
49{66 17{66
˙
,
Φ
r1sp2q
1 “
ˆ
17{66 ´17{66
´283{2772 283{2772
˙
,
Φ
r2sp1q
1 “
ˆ
1 0
17{66 49{66
˙
, Φ
r2sp2q
2 “
ˆ
0 1
17{28 11{28
˙
,
Φ
r2sp2q
1 “
ˆ
17{66 ´17{66
´289{2772
˙
,
which imply that CrgspNq values are
Cr1sp1q » 0.1808
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
, Cr1sp2q “ 0.1411
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
,
Cr2sp1q » 0.1466
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
, Cr2sp2q “ 0.1565
ˆ
1 ´1
´1 1
˙
.
Let denote pΣpNq the matrix pΣ defined by (29) when pCrgs “ CrgspNq and for
N “ 1, 2 one have pΣp1q » 0.1637M, pΣp2q » 0.1488M.
Since these matrices have the same rank as Σ1 that is 1, it is possible to apply
Theorem 2.2 and for N “ 1, 2 the sequence xn is respectively equivalent to
xn „ 0.0001n, xn „ 0.0002n.
These sequences are extremely low so the auxiliary information is not efficient
but the inequality (30) suppose that exploiting an auxiliary information does
not change the asymptotic power of the test in the worst case. Remember that
the lower bound of the test power ratio proposed by (30) is exponential.
3.3 Applications with general auxiliary information
The general auxiliary information. Let suppose that the auxiliary informa-
tion is given by the knowledge of the probability P pX|F q where P is the common
law of the sample. The natural empirical estimator is PnpX|F q defined by
PnpX|Cq “ PnpX1F qPnpF q “
řn
i“1Xi1F pXiqřn
i“1 1F pXiq
.
For the next statements the empirical process αnpX|F q “ ?npPnpX|F q ´
P pX|F qq intervenes. It could be rewritten as
αnpX|F q “ αnppX ´ P pX|F qq1F qPnpF qP pF q .
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Let set F “ t´0.6 ď X ď 0.7u for the example then the auxiliary information
is the knowledge of P pX|F q “ 68{1125 » 0.0604. To exploit this kind of
information, let apply the notations and results of Tarima and Pavlov. The
following paragraphs introduce new temporary notations to make the parallel
with their result.
Test of χTarima2 of independence. Let suppose that the auxiliary informa-
tion is brought by the exact knowledge of P pX|F q. With the notation of Tarima
and Pavlov there are only I “ 1 data source with J1 “ 1 auxiliary information
and
Θ “ P rXs ´ P rˆs, pΘ “ PrXsn ´ Prˆsn ,rB “ B “ P pX|F q, pB “ PnpX|F q,
K11 “ VarppΘq “ VarpPrXsn ´ Prˆsn q PMmˆlpRq,
K12 “ CovppΘ, pBq “ CovpPrXsn ´ Prˆsn ,PnpX|F qq PMmˆl,1pRq,
K22 “ Varp pBq “ VarpPnpX|F qq.
These elements satisfy the following convergence
nK11 ÝÑ
nÑ`8 Σ1, nK12 ÝÑnÑ`8 Σ12, nK22 ÝÑnÑ`8 Σ22 “
VarpX|F q
P pF q ,
where
Σ12 “ 1
P pF qCovpX, pX ´ P pX|F qq1F q
“
˜
Covp1AiXBj ´ P pAiq1Bj ´ P pBjq1Ai , pX ´ P pX|F qq1F q
P pF qaP pAiqP pBjq
¸
pi´1ql`j
.
If values K12 and K22 are known, Tarima and Pavlov advocated the estimatorpΘ0 “ pΘ´K12K´122 p pB ´ rBq
“ PrXsn ´ Prˆsn ´ CovpP
rXs
n ´ Prˆsn ,PnpX|F qq
VarpPnpX|F qq pPnpX|F q ´ P pX|F qq.
However it is rare that these values are known so they could be replaced by con-
sistent estimations pK12 and pK22. The following adaptive estimator is suggestedpΘ˚ “ pΘ´ pK12 pK´122 p pB ´ rBq.
By taking pPn “ pΘ0 or pPn “ pΘ˚, according to Proposition 1 and 2 of Tarima
and Pavlov, it implies that
?
npPn´Tn converges weakly to the multivariate law
N p0mˆl, pΣq with pΣ “ Σ1 ´ Σ12Σ´122 Σt12.
The asymptotic condition (14) is satisfied if rankppΣq “ pm ´ 1qpl ´ 1q. If it is
the case then it is possible to apply Theorem 2.1. Remind that one work in the
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defined framework for independence χ2 test, that is the common law is given by
Figure 1 and the categorical sets by (33). Remind moreover that values Tn,Σ1
are respectively given by (31) and (32). In our example, Σ12,Σ22 and so pΣ are
equal to
Σ12 “ 68
3375
`´1 1 1 ´1˘t , Σ22 » 0.2550, pΣ “ 0.1859M,
where M is defined with (32). Since rankppΣq “ rankpΣ1q “ 1 then Theorem 2.1
is applicable and xn „ 0.0014n. Before concluding this paragraph, remember
that the auxiliary information should be correlated with the interest variable to
be efficient. Otherwise, Σ12 “ 0mˆl. For example, the set F “ t´0.5 ď X ď
0.5u does not improve the estimation of P rXs ´ Pˆs by pΘ0 or pΘ˚ estimators.
Test of χ2 of homogeneity. Let suppose that the auxiliary information is
given by the knowledge of the probabilities P rgspX|F q for each independent
sample g. There are G estimators to improve with their corresponding auxiliary
information and for each 1 ď g ď G one have
Θrgs “ P rgsrAs “ pP rgspA1q, . . . , P rgspAmqq,pΘrgs “ Prgsng rAs “ pPrgsng pA1q, . . . ,Prgsng pAmqq,rBrgs “ B “ P rgspX|F q “ P rgspX1F q
P rgspF q ,
pBrgs “ Prgsng pX|F q “ Prgsng pX1F qPrgsng pF q ,
which imply that
K
rgs
11 “ Varppθrgsq “ VarpPrgsng rAsq “ 1nCrgs,
K
rgs
12 “ CovppΘrgs, pBrgsq “ CovpPrgsng rAs,Prgsng pX|F qq,
K
rgs
22 “ Varp pBrgsq “ VarpPrgsn pX|F qq,
which satisfy the convergences
nK
rgs
11 ÝÑnÑ`8 Σ
rgs
11 “ Crgs,
nK
rgs
12 ÝÑnÑ`8 Σ
rgs
12 “
1
P pCqCov
´
1ApXrgsq, pXrgs ´ P rgspX|F qq1F
¯
“
´
ErXrgs1Ai |F s ´ P rgspX|F qP rgspAi|F q
¯
1ďiďm
“ Covpp1ApXrgsq, Xrgsq|F q,
nK
rgs
22 ÝÑnÑ`8 Σ
rgs
22 “
VarpXrgs|F q
P rgspF q .
22
If for some 1 ď g ď G, values Krgs12 ,Krgs22 are known then Tarima and Pavlov
suggested to estimate pΘ bypΘ0rgs “ pΘrgs ´Krgs12 pKrgs22 q´1p pBrgs ´ rBrgsq
“ Prgsng rAs ´
CovpPrgsng rAs,Prgsng pX|F qq
VarpPrgsn pX|F qq
pPrgsng pX|F q ´ P pX|F qq.
Since it is rare to know these values, they can be replace by some consistent
estimates which gives the adaptive estimatorpΘ˚rgs “ pΘ´ pK12 pK´122 p pB ´ rBq.
By taking pPrgsng “ pΘ0rgs or pPrgsng “ pΘ˚rgs, according to Proposition 1 and 2 or
Tarima and Pavlov, it implies that the random vector
?
nppPrgsng ´ P rgsrAsq con-
verges weakly to the multivariate normal law N p0m, pCrgsq withpCrgs “ Crgs ´ Σrgs12 pΣrgs22 q´1Σrgs12 .
Since Crgs´ pCrgs is semi-definite positive then condition (27) is satisfied. Accord-
ing to Theorem 2.2, inequality (30) holds if the rank condition is also satisfied.
In the framework, they are equal to
Σ
r1s
22 » 0.2550, Σr2s22 » 0.2428
Σ
r1s
12 “ 0.2042
ˆ´1
1
˙
, Σ
r1s
12 “ 0.2042
ˆ´1
1
˙
,
pCr1s “ 0.0863ˆ 1 ´1´1 1
˙
, pCr2s “ 0.1097ˆ 1 ´1´1 1
˙
,
pΣ “ 0.0980M.
Inequality (30) is satisfied with xn „ 0.0003n.
A Proof of Lemma 2.1
Remind that Σ1 and pΣ are respectively defined by (26) and (29). LetX1, . . . , XG P
Rm. It is sufficient to prove that
pX1, . . . , XGq ¨ Σ1 ¨
¨˚
˝X1...
XG
‹˛‚“ Gÿ
g“1
Yg ¨ Crgs ¨ Y tg , (38)
for some Y1, . . . , YG P Rm. Indeed in this case, we should have
pX1, . . . , XGq ¨ Σ1 ¨
¨˚
˝X1...
XG
‹˛‚ě Gÿ
g“1
Yg ¨ pCrgs ¨ Y tg “ pX1, . . . , XGq ¨ pΣ ¨
¨˚
˝X1...
XG
‹˛‚.
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By definition of Σ1 one have
pX1, . . . , XGq ¨ Σ1 ¨
¨˚
˝X1...
XG
‹˛‚
“
Gÿ
g“1
Xg ¨ Crgs ¨Xtg ´ 2
ÿ
1ďg,g1ďG
?
pgXg ¨ Crgs ¨ ?pg1Xtg1 `
ÿ
1ďg,g1ďG
?
pgXg ¨ C ¨ ?pg1Xtg1
“
Gÿ
g“1
rp1´ pgqXgs ¨ Crgs ¨ rp1´ pgqXtgs ´ 2
Gÿ
g“1
rp1´ pgqXgs ¨ Crgs ¨
« ÿ
g1‰g
?
pgpg1X
t
g1
ff
`
Gÿ
g“1
« ÿ
g1‰g
?
pgpg1Xg1
ff
¨ Crgs ¨
« ÿ
g1‰g
?
pgpg1X
t
g1
ff
“
Gÿ
g“1
«
Xg ´
Gÿ
g1“1
?
pgpg1Xg1
ff
Crgs
«
Xtg ´
Gÿ
g1“1
?
pgpg1X
t
g1
ff
.
Equality (38) is proved with Yg “ Xg ´řGg1“1?pgpg1Xg1 .
B Proof of Lemma 2.2
Variance matrices Σ1 and pΣ respectively defined by (26) and (29) are of the form
pCg,g1 b sq1ďg,g1ďG where bmeans the Kronecker product, Cg,g1 , s PMmpRq are
defined by
si,j “ 1a
P pAiqP pAjq ,
Cg,g1 “ δg,g1Crgs `?pgpg1pC ´ Crgs ´ Crg1sq for Σ1,
Cg,g1 “ δg,g1 pCrgs `?pgpg1p pC ´ pCrgs ´ pCrg1sq for pΣ.
Let λ1, . . . , λG P R then for any 1 ď g ď G one have
Gÿ
g1“1
λg1Cg,g1 “ Cg,gp1´ pgq
˜
λg ´?pg
Gÿ
g1“1
λg1
b
p1g
¸
´
ÿ
g1‰g
Cg,g1
?
pgpg1
˜
λg1 ´
Gÿ
g2“1
λg2
?
pg1pg2
¸
So
řG
g1“1 λg1Cg,g1 “ 0 ñ pλ1, . . . , λGq “ Vectp?p1, . . . ,?pGq. Since by defini-
tion for Crgs or by hypothesis for Crgs their rank are all equal to m ´ 1 then
Lemma 2.2 is proved.
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